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Resolutions 
Resolution:  Minutes of TC meeting of 19th January 2009 are 

accepted 
Resolution:  Hold a virtual F2F on 2nd, 3rd, 6th Feb 2009, 

10:30 - 13:30 Eastern on 2/3 and 10:00 - 13:00 Eastern on 6th. 
Resolution:  Java Common Annotations and APIs CD01-

Rev4a is accepted as the offical CD02 
Resolution:  The direction for the resolution of Issue 95 is to 

remove converational interfaces and remove conversational 
scope entirely from the Java CAA specification. 

Resolution:  Issue 120 is resolved by making the package 
name for annotations be "org.oasisopen.sca.annotation" 

 

Actions 
Action: Simon Nash to prepare the updated version of the Java CAA 
spec before Monday 26 Jan 2009 
 

Agenda 
- Roll Call 
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/membership.php?wg_abbrev=sca-j 
- Appointment of scribe. List attached below 
- Agenda bashing 
- Approval of minutes from January 19th 
http://www.oasis-
open.org/committees/download.php/30824/SCA%20Java%20Minutes%202009-01-
19.doc 
 
Issue Status: 
Open: 41 
 
 
1. Review action items: 
 
Action Items that I believe are done: 



2009-01-16-01: Mike, Anish and Editors to work on CD02 
 
Action Items that I believe are still to be done: 
2008-07-15-2: Vladimir to produce a proposal for JAVA-2 
2008-10-20-1: Simon to write new proposal with textual changes for JAVA-76 
2008-11-11-3: Simon to provide proposal for JAVA-6 
2008-11-11-5: MikeE and Dave to write up a proposal to JAVA-1 covering the options 
decided at the Nov F2F 
2008-11-11-7: Mark to propose a delta to Simon's action (2008-11-11-6) on JAVA-25 to 
add support for message correlation on call backs 
2008-11-11-8: SimonN to write spec change proposal to resolve JAVA-19 as directed at 
the Nov F2F 
2008-11-11-12: Mark to write proposal for JAVA-46 drawing inspiration from the chat 
log of day 2 of the November F2F 
2008-11-11-21: Mark, Jim and Mike to describe their use cases for JAVA-30 
2008-11-11-22: Mark to draw up some wording for Direction 1 (as discussed at the 
November F2F) for JAVA-62 
2008-11-11-23: Mark (and others prepared to help) to investigate the WorkManager JEE 
spec and determine its applicability to SCA for JAVA-62 
2008-11-11-27: SimonN to raise issue on brain-damaged definition of @Service 
annotation (see comments in Nov F2F raw chat log) 
2008-11-11-33: Simon to write up proposal for JAVA-67 (not in previous minutes but 
Simon is sure he has this action item) 
2009-01-05-03: Simon to illustrate his proposal for Java-95 with use cases from action 
item 2009-01-05-02 
2009-01-05-03: Jim to illustrate his proposal for Java-95 with use cases from action item 
2009-01-05-02 
2009-01-09-01: Vamsi to produce proposal for JAVA-117 
 
 
2. Virtual Face to Face 
We have previously discussed having one. What about the week of February 9th? 
 
 
3. Java CAA Specification - Vote on CD02 
Latest PDF Document: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200901/msg00090.html 
Latest Word Document: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200901/msg00089.html 
 
 
4. Blocking issues 
 
a. JAVA-95: Simplified stateful implementation mechanism to replace conversations 
Assembly-94 resolved to "Move support for conversational interfaces to a future version" 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-95 
Old proposal: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200812/msg00021.html 
 



b. JAVA-120: Inconsistent package name in JavaCAA specification 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-120 
Proposal in Jira 
 
 
5. Critical Issue discussion 
 
a. JAVA-27: Security Annotations in generated Component Type 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-27 
Proposal: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200901/msg00085.html 
Discussions: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200901/threads.html#00073 
 
b. JAVA-60: Sharing Java artifacts across contributions 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-60 
Proposal: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200901/msg00059.html 
 
 
6. Other Open Issues discussion 
 
a. Long running processes - Assembly-33 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/assembly-33 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200812/msg00089.html 
 
b. JAVA-30: "Process" Scope 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-30 
proposal: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200812/msg00006.html 
 
c. JAVA-65: There is no lifecycle defined for SCA Components 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-65 
proposal: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200811/msg00095.html 
 
d. JAVA-102: Need to have a Name parameter on the @Service annotation 
proposal: http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-102 
 
e. JAVA-62: Clarify what a Component Implementation can do with threads 
proposal: http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-62 
 
f. JAVA-77: A remotable service SHOULD be translatable into a generally accepted 
standard for a service, such as WSDL 1.1 or WSDL 2.0 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-30 
proposal: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200901/msg00029.html 
 
 
7. Blocking issues waiting for updates/proposals 
 
a. JAVA-25: Callback Simplification 



http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-25 
Updated Proposal: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200901/msg00050.html 
 
 
8. Critical issues waiting for updates/proposals 
 
a. JAVA-1: Accessing SCA Services from non-SCA component code 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-1 
Proposal: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200811/msg00032.html 
Waiting for proposal update 
 
b. JAVA-54: Section 7.1 of the Java CAA Specification is unclear 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-54 
No proposal 
 
c. JAVA-6: @AllowsPassByReference requires more detailed description 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-6 
Blocked by ASSEMBLY-97 
 
d. JAVA-121: Compilable artifacts for Java annotations and APIs 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-121 
More detailed proposal required 
 
 
9. AOB 

Agenda Bashing 
No changes 

(Item 1) Minutes from previous meeting of Java TC 
 
Minutes of TC meeting of 19th January 
http://www.oasis-
open.org/committees/download.php/30824/SCA%20Java%20Minutes%202009-01-
19.doc 
 
 

Resolution:  Minutes of TC meeting of 19th January 2009 are 
accepted 

 

(Item 2) Action Items 
Action Items that are DONE: 
2009-01-16-01:   Mike, Anish and Editors to work on CD02 



2008-11-11-5:    MikeE and Dave to write up a proposal to JAVA-1 covering the options 
decided at the Nov F2F 
  
Action Items that are outstanding: 
2008-07-15-2:    Vladimir to produce a proposal for JAVA-2 
2008-10-20-1:    Simon to write new proposal with textual changes for JAVA-76 
2008-11-11-3:    Simon to provide proposal for JAVA-6 
2008-11-11-7:    Mark to propose a delta to Simon's action (2008-11-11-6) on JAVA-25 
to add support for message correlation on call backs 
2008-11-11-8:    SimonN to write spec change proposal to resolve JAVA-19 as directed 
at the Nov F2F 
2008-11-11-12:   Mark to write proposal for JAVA-46 drawing inspiration from the chat 
log of day 2 of the November F2F 
2008-11-11-21:   Mark, Jim and Mike to describe their use cases for JAVA-30 
2008-11-11-22:   Mark to draw up some wording for Direction 1 (as discussed at the 
November F2F) for JAVA-62 
2008-11-11-23:   Mark (and others prepared to help) to investigate the WorkManager 
JEE spec and determine its applicability to SCA for JAVA-62 
2008-11-11-27:   SimonN to raise issue on brain-damaged definition of @Service 
annotation (see comments in Nov F2F raw chat log) 
2008-11-11-33:   Simon to write up proposal for JAVA-67 (not in previous minutes but 
Simon is sure he has this action item) 
2009-01-05-03:   Simon to illustrate his proposal for Java-95 with use cases from action 
item 2009-01-05-02 
2009-01-05-03:   Jim to illustrate his proposal for Java-95 with use cases from action 
item 2009-01-05-02 
2009-01-09-01:   Vamsi to produce proposal for JAVA-117 

(Item 3) Virtual F2F Meeting 
Suggestion is hold a virtual F2F in the week of Feb 9 
 
Mike E: How would it be arranged?  How many hours on which days? 
Dave: Ideally like 12 hours in total, but hard to fit around other SCA TC calls esp given 
that Policy & Assembly are getting close to their Public Reviews 
 
Vamsi, what about week of 2nd Feb? - and then again in week of 9th if we need it 
 
Simon: Longer calls are much better 
Mike E: How about Feb 3rd - ask Assembly to cancel their call (its after their F2F) 
Dave: Can do the same with Policy on Mon 2nd - allows 3 hour calls 07:30 - 10:30 Pacific 
on both days 
Mark: Can do the same on Friday 6th 
That makes 9 hours 
 
Dave: Formal proposal: 
10:30 - 13:30 Mon 2 & Tues 3 



+ 
10:00 - 13:00 Fri 6 
15 min break in the middle of these times 
Vamsi: February 2, 3, and 6 
All times Eastern 
 
Formally proposed by Mark, seconded by Mike E 
Accepted unanimously 
 

Resolution:  Hold a virtual F2F on 2nd, 3rd, 6th Feb 2009, 
10:30 - 13:30 Eastern on 2/3 and 10:00 - 13:00 Eastern on 6th. 

(Item 3) Java CAA Specification - Vote on CD02 
Latest PDF Document: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200901/msg00090.html 
Latest Word Document: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200901/msg00089.html 
Motion (Mike E) to make CD01-rev4a the official CD 02 of the Java CAA specification 
Seconded Simon 
Accepted unanimously 

Resolution:  Java Common Annotations and APIs CD01-
Rev4a is accepted as the offical CD02 

 
Mike E raises the question of publishing artifacts - ie interface files etc 
Simon would prefer to wait until various updates to the APIs are completed 
Ashok - some specs have hyperlinks to the artifacts at the top of the documents - can we 
do this also? 
 

Item 4 Blocking Issues 

JAVA-95: Simplified stateful implementation mechanism to replace 
conversations 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-95 
 
Assembly-94 resolved to "Move support for conversational interfaces to a future version" 
Old proposal: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/sca-j/200812/msg00021.html 
 
Mark: Assembly has voted to remove Conversational intefaces from the Assembly 
specification - we need to react to that 
 
Simon: We can either simply remove converstaional altogether or we can go with the 
proposal in the email linked above which does not mark interfaces or use any of the 
conversational concepts from Assembly 
Jim: Why would we not simply wait? 
Simon takes the view that it would be prudent to wait. 
Dave: I also think it would be prudent to wait 



 
Motion (Mike E) move to Resolve Issue 95 by removing conversational interfaces and 
removing conversation scope entirely from the Java CAA specification 
Seconded; Simon 
 
Bryan: My expecatation is that the @Conversational annotation, @EndsConversation 
annotation and what is the impact on stateful callbacks? 
Mike E: The editorial work would involve removing those annotations.  I also expect that 
this implies that stateful callbacks are removed. 
 
Dave: Conversations impact the other Java specs too - should this resolution deal with 
those specs too 
Mike E: I think those should each be dealt with by separate issues 
 
Motion (Simon) amend the motion so that it sets the direction for the resolution of Issue 
95 - to require that actual spec text is created before resolving the issue 
Seconded by Dave 
 
Amendment accepted without objection 
Amended motion accepted without objection 

Resolution:  The direction for the resolution of Issue 95 is to 
remove converational interfaces and remove conversational 
scope entirely from the Java CAA specification. 

 
Action: Simon Nash to prepare the updated version of the Java CAA 
spec before Monday 26 Jan 2009 
 

JAVA-120: Inconsistent package name in JavaCAA specification 
http://www.osoa.org/jira/browse/JAVA-120 
Proposal in Jira 
 
<discussion of the relative merits of "annotation"  vs "annotations"> 
 
Motion: (Simon) To resolve Issue 120 by making the package name for annotations 
"org.oasisopen.sca.annotation" 
Second: Plamen 
Accepted unanimously 

Resolution:  Issue 120 is resolved by making the package 
name for annotations be "org.oasisopen.sca.annotation" 

AOB 
 
Next meeting 25th January 
Close of Business 



 


